Purpose: Stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) diffusion MRI can be advantageous over pulsed-gradient spin-echo (PGSE) for diffusion times that are long compared to T 2 . It is important therefore for biomedical diffusion imaging applications at 7T and above where T 2 is short. However, various gradient pulses in the STEAM sequence related to imaging contribute much greater diffusion weighting than in PGSE, but are often ignored during post-processing. We demonstrate here that this can severely bias parameter estimates.
Introduction
Stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) diffusion MRI [1, 2] offers advantages over the more common pulsed-gradient spin-echo (PGSE) diffusion MRI when T 2 is short compared to the diffusion time and T 1 > T 2 . Whereas T 2 -decay occurs throughout the PGSE sequence, in STEAM the signal decays instead with rate T 1 during the mixing time τ m , which determines the diffusion time. Thus, despite a factor of two reduction in signal from loss of one coherence pathway, STEAM retains more signal than PGSE for large enough diffusion time.
STEAM diffusion MRI is common in tissue with short T 2 , such as muscle or cartilage, e.g. [3] . Current in-vivo human-brain diffusion MRI applications usually do not benefit from STEAM, because T 2 at 1.5T or 3T is relatively long compared to typical diffusion times. However, T 2 decreases and T 1 increases as field strength increases. Early evidence [4] already suggests benefits of STEAM for in-vivo human-brain diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) at 7T. Ex-vivo q-space studies of brain tissue, e.g. [5, 6, 7] , usually prefer STEAM over PGSE, because they use high field preclinical scanners (i.e. research machines used for development rather than clinical practice), tissue fixation further reduces T 2 , and lower sample temperature reduces diffusivity increasing necessary diffusion times [8, 9] . Translation of advanced diffusion MRI techniques to high field in-vivo human applications is likely to rely on STEAM in place of PGSE. For example, diffusion spectrum imaging [10] requires high b-values and consequently long echo time in PGSE, which becomes infeasible as T 2 decreases. Also, microstructure imaging techniques, such as ActiveAx [11] and AxCaliber [6] , require long diffusion times to ensure sensitivity to large diameter axons [12] .
Various gradients required for imaging in diffusion MRI add diffusion weighting and 'cross-terms' in the b-matrix [13] . The most significant contributions are usually from the crusher and slice-select gradients, so-called 'butterfly gradients'. In PGSE, their contribution to the diffusion weighting is usually negligible in practice, because the diffusion time for the butterfly gradients is only a few milliseconds (the length of the refocussing pulse). However, in STEAM, that contribution is typically much more significant, because the diffusion time is approximately τ m . Nevertheless, previous work with STEAM diffusion MRI, such as [6, 7] , follows standard practice for PGSE and ignores the effect.
In this paper, we derive models for the STEAM signal that account for the diffusion weighting of the butterfly gradients and avoid unnecessary bias in parameter estimation during post-processing. Specifically, we adapt the DTI b-matrix calculations in [13] for STEAM and we derive new models for signals arising from restricted diffusion using the Gaussian phase distribution (GPD) approximation. The latter extend standard PGSE models for restricted diffusion in spheres [14] , cylinders [15] , and more general restricting geometries [16] for use with STEAM. In addition, we propose a simple compensation of the diffusion gradient vector during acquisition that counterbalances the diffusion weighting of the butterfly gradients. This avoids disruptions to the experiment design (the intended set of b-values, gradient directions, etc), which arise from the butterfly gradients skewing the effective diffusion weighting towards the slice direction.
Simulation and fixed-brain experiments use DTI and ActiveAx, orientationally invariant axon density and diameter index mapping, to demonstrate that ignoring the butterfly gradients in STEAM post processing biases parameter estimates. Using the new models avoids unnecessary bias. Moreover, these high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) applications demonstrate how the compensation corrects significant disruption to the experiment design leading to further improvements in accuracy and precision of parameter estimates. In combination, the new models and the compensation provide the essential tools for using STEAM in a wide range of practical applications.
Methods
This section introduces the STEAM diffusion-weighted pulse sequence. It then outlines various candidate signal models for both free, the diffusion tensor (DT) model, and restricted diffusion that support parameter estimation from measured data. The last subsection specifies the compensation for preserving experiment design.
STEAM pulse sequence
The signal models in subsequent sections assume the idealized STEAM pulse sequence in figure 1, which consists of:
1. An initial 90
• pulse to tip the spins into the transverse plane. 7. A spoiler pulse during the mixing time, which contributes no diffusion weighting so we do not consider it further. Additional crusher pulses also occur during τ m that do not contribute diffusion weighting. Noncontributing pulses are dashed in figure 1.
A third 90
• pulse, which occurs at the end of the mixing time at the centre of a second slice-select pulse. The diffusion weighting part of the second slice-select is equal to the first, starting at time
. A second crusher gradient equal to the first at time δ d +τ 1 +δ c +2δ s +τ m .
10. A gap of length τ 2 with no gradients.
11. A second diffusion gradient pulse equal to the first at time
Signal models
We consider three approximations to the signal that account for the butterfly gradients in different ways:
• Approximation 1 (A1) ignores the butterfly gradients and considers only the diffusion gradients.
• Approximation 2 (A2) identifies an effective diffusion gradient G d that incorporates the diffusion weighting of the diffusion and butterfly gradients. A simple choice is
where τ dc , τ dd , and τ ds are functions of the pulse timings defined in the Appendix, Eq. 11. Section A.2 in the Appendix derives Eq. 1 and discusses other possible choices for G d .
• Approximation 3 (A3) uses the Gaussian phase distribution (GPD) approximation to derive models that account explicitly for the butterfly gradients.
Diffusion tensor imaging
A1 uses the simplest model for DTI, where the signal
D is the DT, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio,Ĝ d is a unit vector in the direction of G d , and S 0 is the signal with b = 0.
A2 also uses Eq. 2, but with G d from Eq. 1 replacing G d .
A3 uses the full b-matrix, analogous to [13] for PGSE, rather than the single b-value in A1 and A2. The Appendix, section A.1, gives the formula.
By assuming a single b-value, A1 and A2 ignore the cross terms in the bmatrix, which express the interaction between gradients with different orientation [13] . A1 is exact only when G c = G s = 0. A2 is exact only when G d , G c and G s all have the same orientation. A3 accounts for all cross terms so is always exact for Gaussian dispersion assumed in DTI.
Restricted diffusion
The GPD approximation to the signal from particles exhibiting restricted diffusion is [16] 
where d is the free diffusivity within the restricting domain, B k and λ k are constants that depend on only the geometry of the domain, and I k depends also on the pulse sequence. For domains with simple geometric shapes such as spheres, separated planes, and cylinders, B k and λ k have simple analytic form [16] . For PGSE,
where For restricted diffusion, A1, A2 and A3 are all approximations, since they rely on the GPD approximation. However, A3 accounts for cross terms between the separate pulses, which A1 and A2 ignore.
Compensation
To achieve a particular experiment design, we can compensate for the diffusion weighting of the butterfly gradients using the inverse of approximation A2: for intended gradient vector G, we acquire instead G d that produces
For example, directly from Eq. 1, set
Results
The central hypothesis is that the new models, A2 or A3, and/or compensation are necessary, because the standard treatment of STEAM diffusion MRI, A1 without compensation, lacks sufficient accuracy. This section compares signal models A1, A2 and A3, and evaluates the impact of compensation within the context of adapting ActiveAx [11] for STEAM. However, we reserve a detailed comparison of STEAM versus PGSE for DTI and/or ActiveAx for future work.
ActiveAx protocols
The experiments use three imaging protocols. ActiveAxPGSE is the PGSE ActiveAx imaging protocol from [12] with maximum gradient strength G max = 300 mTm −1 . ActiveAxSTEAM is a STEAM protocol, also with G max = 300 mTm −1 , optimised for ActiveAx by adapting the experiment design optimization in [12, 17] for STEAM. The adaptation simply replaces the estimate of the signal to noise ratio, which is proportional to exp(−τ e /T 2 ) for PGSE and exp(−τ e /T 2 ) exp(−τ m /T 1 ) for STEAM. Table 1 
Data acquisition
We acquire data from a fixed monkey brain, prepared as in [8] , using all three shell; see figure 4 later) and (b) helps to illustrate differences between A1
and A2 (figure 4).
DTI
This section evaluates bias in the DT estimated using A1, A2 and A3 from both compensated and uncompensated acquisition. Simulation experiments quantify the effects in idealised conditions. Experiments with the monkey brain data confirm the trends on measured data. Both experiments focus on the b = 3425s mm −2 shell from the ActiveAxSTEAM protocol, which has b-value typical for ex-vivo DTI [8] and long τ m that exploits the benefits of STEAM, but also emphasises the diffusion weighting of the butterfly gradi-ents.
Simulations
Experiment. The synthetic data do not reflect the two imperfections in Each experiment adds Rician noise so that the signal to noise ratio of the unweighted signal is 20. Weighted linear least squares fitting [18] estimates the DT using each approximation from which we compute the eigenvalues, fractional anisotropy (FA) and e 1 . We repeat the procedure over 10000 independent noise trials and compute the mean and standard deviation of the largest eigenvalue λ 1 and the FA. We also compute the mean angle α between the estimated and true e 1 , for the anisotropic DTs. For all DTs, we compute the direction concentration η = − log(1 − E), where E is the largest eigenvalue of the mean dyadic tensor [19] . The direction concentration is zero for an isotropic set of directions and increases as the variance of the distribution decreases, reaching infinity when all align perfectly. Typical values of η for 13 similar noise trials with anisotropic tensors in [19] are 6 to 8. Unbiased noise trials with the isotropic tensor should produce η close to zero.
To give some idea of the significance of the effects in a human imaging protocol, we repeat the experiment using in-vivo settings for a 3T clinical Results. Tables 2 and 3 
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• that we observe for A1 without compensation are at least as large as orientational bias incurred by failing to account for small head motions in the b-matrix, which [20] finds sufficient to disrupt tractography.
Monkey data
Experiment. We fit the DT to the b = 3425s mm −2 shell of ActiveAxSTEAM and ActiveAxSTEAMCOMP, as well as the b = 3084s mm −2 shell of ActiveAxPGSE, using weighted linear least squares and construct colour-coded e 1 maps [21] . We quantify the orientational similarity between pairs of DT volumes by computing the mean over the brain of the absolute dot product of principal directions weighted by DT linearity [22] .
Results. The trends in quantitative orientational similarity confirm the intuition from the qualitative maps.
Restricted diffusion
This section uses the full ActiveAx data sets to demonstrate the models and compensation in an application that exploits restricted diffusion.
Simulations
The simulation experiment compares the accuracy of A1, A2 and A3 for restricted diffusion in a cylinder.
Experiment. The Monte-Carlo (MC) diffusion simulation system from [23],
implemented in the Camino toolkit [24] , provides synthetic ground truth measurements accounting precisely for all gradient pulses and timings. The simulations use ActiveAxSTEAM and ActiveAxSTEAMCOMP (from table 1) and this time include the imperfections in the ActiveAxSTEAMCOMP scanner data. Each simulation uses 160000 walkers and 5000 timesteps, which produces unbiased synthetic measurements with standard deviation less than 10 −4 S 0 [23] . All the walkers are trapped inside an impermeable cylinder (no extra-axonal contribution) with diameter 10 µm and axis aligned with the slice direction; free diffusivity is 600 µm 2 s −1 .
Results. Figure 4 compares the synthetic data from the MC simulation with predictions from A1, A2 and A3 for ActiveAxSTEAM (top row) and ActiveAxSTEAMCOMP (bottom row). Conclusions. A1 uncompensated predicts the signal poorly. In particular, ignoring the butterfly gradients predicts the highest signal to occur when G d is along the cylinder axis, whereas the peak actually occurs when G d is perpendicular (cos θ = 0 in the figure).
In contrast to the free diffusion experiments, A3 does not provide exact predictions. Departures from the ground truth arise from violation of the GPD assumption. The departures reduce as cylinder diameter decreases. However, A3 does provide a benefit over A2 showing that cross terms are influential for restricted diffusion. The benefit also reduces as diameter decreases.
Monkey data
Experiment. We fit the minimal model of white matter diffusion (MMWMD) [11, 12] to the full data acquisition from each protocol in table 1 using the procedure outlined in [11] . The mixing time varies among the different shells in the STEAM protocols, so we first estimate T 1 from the nominal b = 0 images and fix its value for the subsequent MMWMD fitting.
Results. Figure 5 shows the axon diameter index maps from ActiveAxPGSE, and ActiveAxSTEAM and ActiveAxSTEAMCOMP with each approximation. The axon diameter index map from ActiveAxPGSE shows the familiar high-low-high trend from splenium through mid-body to genu, as in previous applications of ActiveAx [11, 12] . Visible differences from A2 to A3 reflect lesser accuracy in A2, which the simulations demonstrate. Although we cannot verify directly that compensation and A3 produce better results, differences appearing among maps in figure 5 suggests that both are necessary.
Lower axon diameter index from STEAM compared to PGSE is somewhat counterintuitive, because longer diffusion times in STEAM increase sensitivity to larger axons over PGSE [12] . Thus we might expect the axon diameter index to increase. However, if no large axons are present, the STEAM data provide better information to reject any likelihood of their existence. This reduces the tails of the posterior distribution in the large diameter range that the PGSE data may permit, reducing the axon diameter index, which is the mean of the posterior [11] . Indeed, the axon diameter indices from A3 compensated are closer to the values we might expect [11] based on histology [25] than those from PGSE. However, that histology is from the brain of a different species, so further work is required to confirm this hypothesis.
Discussion
This paper highlights the need to account for the diffusion weighting of butterfly gradients in STEAM diffusion MRI. We provide signal models for both free and restricted diffusion that accommodate their effect. We also introduce a simple compensation to the acquired diffusion gradient that minimizes disruption to the experiment design the butterfly gradients cause. DTI and ActiveAx experiments with both synthetic and fixed monkey-brain data illustrate the potential for severe bias from ignoring the butterfly gradients (A1 uncompensated, the usual approach) and the major benefits of our improved models in avoiding unnecessary bias. They show further that retaining experiment design, in particular in HARDI applications, through our compensation further improves accuracy and precision of parameter estimates and avoids orientational dependence of both. 
Recommendations
For acquisition, we recommend the compensation wherever possible in STEAM diffusion MRI, as it has no cost in terms of acquisition or post-processing.
The compensation is straightforward to implement: it requires no pulse programming, simply adjustments to the scheme file specifying the gradient strengths and directions to the scanner. However, users should check how the scanner truncates or normalises gradient vectors to avoid the imperfections we mention in section 3.2. The compensation is particularly important in HARDI methods, but single-direction model-based STEAM diffusion MRI applications, such as [6, 7] , are also likely to benefit significantly.
For data analysis, we strongly recommend avoiding A1, whereas A2 is sufficient for many practical circumstances, such as DTI. Although, A1 and A2
are equivalent in theory if the acquisition uses compensation, imperfect r.f.
pulses sometimes prevent the compensation of low b-value measurements in practice, making A2 necessary. For models involving restricted diffusion, the slightly more accurate A3, which has a cost of about double the computation time, appears beneficial over A2.
Limitations and alternatives
The GPD approximation for restricted diffusion generally provides a reasonable approximation for the range of b-values and cylinder diameters relevant to the applications of interest here [26, 27] . However, it breaks down in some signal regimes; for example, it does not capture the characteristic q-space diffraction patterns in the restricted diffusion signal [28] . These circumstances require more precise estimates of the signal for example from Callaghan's matrix formulation [29] and related numerical techniques that extend the idea to three-dimensions [30, 31] .
The idealized pulse sequence model we use assumes zero ramp time for all pulses. The GPD method extends easily to accommodate non-zero ramp times [27] , although in most practical situations they have little effect on the signal estimate.
The butterfly gradients in our preclinical ex-vivo application are stronger than in most in-vivo human applications, because the image slices are thinner.
The strong gradients emphasize the disruption of the intended experiment design; the effect is less marked in in-vivo human applications, as tables 4 and 5 show. However, even small biases can disrupt subsequent analysis, such as tractography [20] , so the methods we propose are still necessary.
We do not consider additional diffusion weighting from other imaging gradients, such as echo-planar imaging (EPI) gradient trains, which [13] demonstrate can be significant. Our data acquisition does not use EPI, so such contributions are irrelevant here. However, the general modelling and compensation approach extends naturally to account for these gradients if necessary. We also do not consider background gradients, which [32, 33] design versions of the STEAM pulse sequence to compensate for. Our compensation and models adapt naturally for those sequences and future work will study the necessity for such adaptations in brain-imaging applications.
The one-sidedness of the set of gradient directions affects the amount of bias that the butterfly gradients introduce to fitted parameters. An even distribution of signed directions could reduce bias in parameter estimates, because the errors for positive and negative directions cancel to some extent. However, we do not recommend this solution, as it produces large fitting errors and is likely to mask undesirable effects on estimated parameters.
Other strategies for avoiding the effects of the butterfly gradients include simply turning the crushers off in the diffusion weighted measurements and relying on the diffusion gradients to crush unwanted echoes [4] . This requires sufficiently high diffusion weighting and is generally not possible for the nominal b = 0 images that most protocols require for normalization; the models we propose are essential for explaining the signal in those images. Moreover, the slice-select gradients are always necessary in imaging applications.
Conclusions
We demonstrate here that imaging gradients in the STEAM sequence can severely disrupt HARDI experiment design and cause bias in parameter estimates if ignored. The models and methods we present solve these problems and enable widespread uptake of STEAM diffusion MRI. They allow future work to evaluate and exploit the potential benefits of STEAM especially for diffusion MRI on high field scanners where low T 2 prevents long diffusion time PGSE. In particular, they enable us to evaluate STEAM ActiveAx for better sensitivity to large axons, which is the focus of our current work.
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Thus, we can obtain linear estimates of log M 0 , T 1 , T 2 and D simultaneously given a set of measurements with sufficiently diverse B, τ m and τ e .
Specifically, A = X L, where
contains all the parameters to estimate,
contains all the log signals, and X is the pseudoinverse of the design matrix X, which has rows
Single-shell HARDI protocols can keep τ e , τ r , and τ m constant to avoid having to estimate T 1 or T 2 . For multiple b-values often we can keep τ e constant, but τ m needs to vary to retain the short-τ e benefits of STEAM. Thus we can ignore T 2 , but need to estimate T 1 . For fixed τ m or τ e , we remove the second or third, respectively, element of A and column of X.
A.2 Compensation
The simple correction for G d in Eq. 7 to compensate for the butterfly gra- 
A.3 Restricted diffusion
For the full sequence outlined in section 2.1,
where G d , G c and G s are the components of G d , G c and G s , respectively, in the restricted direction, and
,
To evaluate these expressions, expand them before implementing to avoid numerical problems; code is available from the authors on request. Table 5 : Simulation statistics for isotropic diffusion with the human protocol.
The true FA is 0 and the true E 1 is 0.7 × 10 −9 m 2 s −1 . 
